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Baulé UK are part of the Bayer Material Science group of
companies and specialise in the manufacturing of dispensing
machines and the development of cast polyurethane systems.

EQUIPMENT
M-75 Powderﬁght Conveyor

Baulé UK are a manufacturing base and use cold cast
systems (the blending of chemical powders to create the
right formulation for various applications). Some of their
formulations require ﬁllers which were added to the blending process by
hand meaning various implications in terms of health and safety and product
consistency as material would be dispensed at an uneven rate.
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Baulé UK approached UniTrak Powderﬂight to look into a mechanical solution to the ﬁller
application. There were a number of criteria that had to be met by introducing an automated
process.
Reduction in loss of material into
the mixing process
Provide a more even integration of
the ﬁller material
Reduction in manual labour required
to lift and move the ﬁller material

Be suitable for use in a conﬁned space
It needed to be cost eﬀective and save
time

CUSTOMERIZATION
Phil Booth, Sales Manager at UniTrak visited Baulé's Cheadle based facility to assess the
best solution for improving the addition of ﬁller to the process. Phil identiﬁed the necessity
for a compact footprint, the need to contain as much product as possible, minimise dust
and improve the health and safety implications of handling a powder product.
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customerization
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It was clear from the application that a Powderﬂight aeromechanical would be perfect for
the job. Powderﬂights have the ability to convey material at any angle between 0° and 90°
without loss of capacity so the virtually limitless range of conﬁgurations and system layouts
meant it would work well within Baulé's conﬁned space.
The Powderﬂight is also ﬁtted with a dust hood to capture dust generated from tipping the
ﬁller material. Further modiﬁcations needed to be considered to minimise dust even more
and also to enable a facility for disposing of the paper sacks into which the ﬁller is packed.
In a test conducted at the UniTrak UK facility, the Baulé's ﬁller material - which is unusually
heavy – went through aeromechanical with ease. During the test they wanted to ensure
that the product will be transported from paper sacks to the blending tank in an even and
steady manner. It was paramount that the ﬁller was applied directly to the vortex of the

challenge

CHALLENGE

CUSTOMERIZATION (CONTD.)
mix, not to the edges, an issue that would
cause clogging within the chemical mix and had
occurred when the ﬁller had been introduced
manually.
The M75 Powderﬂight Conveyor was mounted
on a compact mobile base and elevates at 60°
so achieving a small footprint was not a problem. The angle also allows for a shorter
machine thereby keeping costs down. The M75
unit would easily be moved into and from a
position adjacent to Baulé's blending tank and
UniTrak also modiﬁed the machine with the
addition of a transparent curtain to further
contain dust and also provide a facility for
disposal of the emptied paper sacks.
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The key feature was that testing proved that
the 'self emptying' M75 would reliably deliver
pre-determined quantities of ﬁller into the
blending machine with minimal maintenance
required.
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solution

SOLUTION
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The M75 Powderﬂight Conveyor satisﬁed all testing criteria and was installed in the Baulé UK
facility in Cheadle, Manchester. In the three years since installation there have been no
breakdowns or faults and maintenance is rarely required. Baulé UK source any spare parts
directly from UniTrak Powderﬂight and contract all servicing and maintenance tasks to them
too.

“We looked at many aeromechanical conveyor manufacturers but
none gave us the conﬁdence that Phil (Booth) and his team at UniTrak
Powderﬂight exhibited. Being able to see our product being tested and
having them fully understand our need from the mixing process
means we have a machine that has absolutely met our expectations”
Phil Horner, Director of Engineering, Baulé UK
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